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KAZANÇ

TARGET

Make deals through 
using the strength of 
the community and 

enable the community 
to monetize these 

deals

1. PROJECT

Ethereum generating 
devices leased.(The 

project is ready. Deal 
done.)

Through 3 projects 
which are currently 

ready, our community 
will profit 



investors mining 
pool

Mining pool is that a 
miners group who 

increasing their chances of 
winning via their efforts 
and processing power



It is better join one of the mining pools than much 
more profitable mining alone

Installation Costs

Loud voice 

Profit-Damage



WOLUMEX

ETH Pool

Shareholders Produced 
ETH

Community



Ethereum’s value is 
increasing in value 
since the day it 
came out,so
mining is an 
investment worth 
striving for in the 
long run.



Vitalik Buterin
whom founder 

of ethereum has 
an end of year 
forecast that 

excites investors.
Buterin said that 

he expects 
ethereum to 

reach 
300000USD by 
the end of the 

year.



If Buterin’s
forecast is 

true,ethereum
shall be worth 3 

trillion USD 
hence that value 

is more than 
from the value of 

the giant 
technology 

company in the 
world.

THY 
1.605  BILLION 
DOLAR. 

ARÇELİK 
1.585 BILLION 
DOLAR. 

İŞ BANKASI 
1 BILLION 193 
MILLION  DOLAR. 

MILLION



What do you think 
about ETH in 2022?

2021 October ETH 3600 usdt

2020 December ETH 735 usdt

2019  JUNE ETH 292 usdt



100 Package Price 

EACH PACKAGE IS 1 SHARE  

To increase the amount of your share in production,
you need to increase your number of packages.

ETH-USDT-TRX(The fee is yours)

?COİN (2nd Project )(The fee is ours)

HOW DO I GET STARTED







OUR DEPTH REQUIREMENTS

With 100USD, you can gain from 10 depths.

1st depth requirement; 1 member

2nd  3rd 4th depth requirement; 2 member 

5th 6th 7th . depth requirement ; 3 member 

8th 9th 10th depth requirement; 4 member 
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Network Distribution







STAR STAR STAR



MANAGER

ASSISTANT ASSISTANT ASSISTANT



MASTER

MANAGER MANAGER MANAGER



EXCUTİVE

MASTER MASTER MASTER



CONCUL

EXCUTİVE EXCUTİVE EXCUTİVE



KONSEY

The company 
gives fifty 

percent of its 
own profits

The company 
receives five 
percent of its 
profits whose 

total team 
turnover is 
200000USD

The company 
receives ten 

percent of its 
profits whose 

total team 
turnover is 

400000$

The company 
receives fifteen 
percent of its 
profits whose 

total team 
turnover is 

500000$

The company 
receives 

twenty percent 
of its profits 
whose total 

team turnover 
is 750000$

The company 
receives fifty 
percent of its 
profits whose 

total team 
turnover is 
1000000$



Thanks

To join the 
world of 
Wolumex

Contact 
your 

sponsor


